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It is likely the internal battery will be fully discharged when first connected to the USB charger.  The dialler will not start up until 

the battery is 80% charged which may take up to 4 hours.  If the dialler is not supplied with a SIM card this should be inserted 

within the dialler before connecting it to the charger.  Once charged the SIM card number should be dialled to confirm it is 

powered up. 

 

A ‘master’ mobile phone is used to program and control the dialler.  To set up the first master on a new unit simply send in a 

SMS text message from the master phone: 

 

Master me  …sets your number as the master phone 

 

If you would like the dialler to call you when the alarm sounds send the following message from your master phone: 

 

Call me   …the dialler will call you when the alarm sounds 

Call <07000000000>. …the dialler will call 07000000000 when the alarm sounds 

 

If you would like to receive a SMS text message when the alarm sounds and when it is set/unset send the following: 

 

Text me   …the dialler will send a SMS text to you when the alarm sounds or the system is set/unset 

Text <07000000000>. …the dialler will send SMS messages to 07000000000. 

 

If you would like emails for any event (alarm stop/start, sensor activation/tamper) please download the Advent Controls 

Remote Client software from https://www.adventcontrols.co.uk/pages/downloads and use this software to set up emails. 

 

The dialler must ‘learn’ the unique codes associated with your alarm panels and sensors.  To do this the master phone sends: 

 

Learn start  …sets the dialler to ‘Learn Mode’ 

 

Whilst in learn mode the panel should be armed and disarmed so the dialler can learn the panel codes. 

 

For emails when individual sensors (such as PIR detectors and Door Contacts) are triggered, these sensors should also be learnt 

into the system by pressing the small 'test/learn’ button on each sensor. 

 

As each device has been learned the 'OK :)' message will be sent to your master number and the LED will flash twice.  At this 

stage the master phone must send: 

 

Learn stop  …stops learn mode – Once all devices have been learned learn mode must be STOPPED. 

 

The system is now ready to use. If at any time you wish to add a new sensor the learn process can be repeated.  

 
To remove a Master, User, Call Number or Text Number from the memory use the REMOVE command as follows: 

 

Remove 07000777888. 

 

This removes the most recent occurrence of 07000777888 from the memory whether that is a master number, call number, text 

number or user number.  If there are several occurrences of that number a REMOVE command must be sent for each one.  It is 

recommended to send the LIST command to get a list of currently stored messages to ensure the number has been removed. 

To remove a particular type of number and leave other occurrences of the number in the memory the number type letter is 

appended to the REMOVE command as follows: 

 

REMOVEC 07000000000. This removes the call number 0700000000 from the memory but will leave any other occurrence of 

   that number in the memory 

 

REMOVET – Removes Text Numbers  REMOVEM – Removes Master Numbers (REMOVED – Removes Data Numbers) 
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Please note international numbers should be entered with the ‘+’ prefix and without the exit code:  +447000000000 and not 

00447000000000 (for UK number 07000000000) 

 

To see all of the numbers in the memory the LIST command is sent as follows: 

 

LIST    …sends list of numbers in the memory 

 

 

 

 

The following commands can be used to control which messages are sent when the various sensors are triggered: 

 

PIR Text   …sends messages to the text numbers when the PIR detectors are triggered 

PIR Disable  …stops sending SMS messages when the PIR detectors are triggered (default setting) 

DC Text   …sends messages to the text numbers when the Door Contacts are triggered 

DC Disable  …stops sending SMS messages when the Door Contacts are triggered (default setting) 

Set Text   …sends messages to the text numbers when the alarm is armed (default setting) 

Set Disable  …stops sending SMS messages when the alarm is armed 

 

To enable SIM card balance checking the forwarding service must be enabled.  It is recommended this is done using the 

FORWARD TEMP command to reduce the number of unsolicited messages sent by the system.  The FORWARD TEMP command 

will ensure only messages received by the system from the network immediately after it has received a valid message from the 

master users will be forwarded i.e. for just a few minutes after you have requested a balance using the SMS or DIAL command. 

 

Forward Enable 

Forward Temp 

 

With the forwarding service enabled you can then relay your balance checking command to the network using the DIAL or 

SMS commands 

 

e.g. For UK Orange and T-Mobile, to check the credit the word ‘balance’ is sent to number 150 from the phone (or in this case 

the relay board).  To make the relay board forward this message to 150 the SMS command is used as follows: 

 

SMS 150,balance 

 

Some networks require the mobile (in this case the relay board) to dial a special code.  In this case use the DIAL command: 

 

DIAL *#10# (for UK network GiffGaff) 

 

*For further details on input configuration please read the user manual. 


